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You
Are
Here



What is your mission?

Service? Audience? Revenue? Engagement?
If it is public service, what is your budget?

If it is audience and growth, what are your goals?

If it is revenue, what is your target?

If it is engagement, what is your appetite for 
moderation? 

What is your business model?



Vision & Scope?

What resources will you put against this?
Define what success looks like

Audit your content and define digital scope

Do a SWOT analysis of your scope

Include all digital delivery platforms

Define staffing – content creation and technical





Back to the future?
Are there opportunities to reclaim an 
older franchise held by newspapers?

Obituaries, guest books
Weddings, celebrations, photo galleries
Births

Community journalism
Weather ‘help’ blogs  
Scene from the soccer fields
School news written by parents



It’s one to one

The reader gets to pick
Know your readers

Enable the delivery of content -- both 
ad and news content -- based on:

Who the reader is

Where the reader is

What the reader is doing

Readers want content when and how
THEY choose to get it



How much of the symphony do you need?

Use audit to determine what, then sort into best platforms
What makes sense on what platform?

Mobile?
Newsletters?
SMS/text alerts?
Web?
Facebook?
Twitter?
Blogs?
User-generated content (UGC)

Usually a matrix of platforms fitting content to the appropriate delivery





User-generated content

Is there an opportunity to leverage UGC?
Citizen journalism? 

Community managers

Moderation question?

Photos and video

Curation opportunities



What is curation?

Perhaps the savior of news sites everywhere …
Use your expertise to gather the best of the web

Become a one-stop shop for your niche

Market yourselves as just that

Utilize UGC and material from throughout the digital world

Little content creation cost

Aggregation/Syndication



The strength of SEO

Understand how Google and other engines find you
Write headlines, text, title tags and urls accordingly

Check analytics on how you are accessed

Check Google to see where you stand

Change language as you can to meet the needs

Don’t put the same content in different wraps

Don’t use jpgs or flash unless you’re OK that it isn’t crawled





How do we see and build new 
opportunities?

WHAT IS 
YOUR DIGITAL STRATEGY?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we find new opportunities --- HERE is where I want to go off the path… You are going to hear a lot about new opportunities and possibilities – I would like to talk about what I call the harder stuff…. The organizing principles and mental models of successful businesses on the web…Quote Joshua Ross -- attributionTransitionWell one way to do exactly what you are doing here – shift your focus and allocate real time to tackle the hard stuff… Building a digital strategy.I spend a lot of time consulting to organizations on how to meet the challenges that the Internet poses to traditional business.  In my experience during a Web 2.0 strategic engagement– there are always evangelists and skeptics. Evangelists, think this new web can solve everything from flagging revenue numbers to marital infidelity.  Then you have the skeptics, who compound their distaste for consultants with a belief that we parked our covered wagon full of Web 2.0 snake oil behind the corporate offices.   But it doesn’t end there.   When the recommendations do come -  many of the organizing principls behind Web 2.0 create a fight or flight response.I would just like you to replace the word “Mountain Lion” with Web 2.0 strategy….



Business’ Reflex Response

Photo credit - Ekai on Flickr / Inspiration: Idris Mootee
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Listening beats Talking
Relationships beat Transactions

Open beats Closed

Joshua-Michéle Ross, Digital Business Consultant



1. Listening beats Talking
• Most companies are organized to talk…
• Listening delivers products and services 

better, cheaper and faster...
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bob Lutz / Starbucks / How do you listen to your customers currently?  Who is tasked with listening?   How do you turn listening into something actionable?User generated content drives viewership and builds trust (Think of Trip Advisor)



2. Relationships beat Transactions
• Transactions are measurable, relationships are not
• Social Networks empower members to take action, 

make connections independent of the corporation 
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Presentation Notes
My Barack ObamaHow many have spent time on this site?  1.5 million donors…    Companies are better at transactions than building relationships.  Like listening above – the money and time spent on relationship building are disproportionately small.  Focus on customer experience – as opposed to the brief half-life of a transaction – a page view, a conversion, a support call.  Customer experience is the holistic view of … On the network there is a persistent, always on connection…As discussed in Groundswell – people are looking to each other for support and information… 



3. Open beats Closed
• Organizational boundaries are becoming permeable
• Workforce exists outside of your workplace…
• Value in “Coopetition” rather than “Intellectual Property””
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Ohmy news has 35K Citizen Journalists that provide 80% of its content. Celebrated its 10th anniversary on Tuesday.Organizations increasingly need to coordinate activity across silos – sharing competencies and being cross-trained.Workforce – think about OhMy or  Trip Advisor whose main workforce exists completely outside of their organizationValue beyond IP – Obama gives away his voter lists – the thing that is most dear….Goldcorp – Gives away critical mining data… ��PUNCHLINE:  Some of these moves will sound totally counterintuitive – If I approached the McCain camp and told them to release voter lists? From our homes to our workplaces –– Structure drives Behavior.  If our organizations are structured hierarchically with top-down communication systems,  If we are structured to talk….If  innovation is conceived on the inside and pushed outside, large groups devoted to talking, incentive structures devoted to measuring transactions… I think we are fighting some of the organizing principles of doing business on a network….    



LOOP
Listening
Openness
Ongoing Inquiry
Participation



The Moonwalking Bear

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ahg6qcgoay4�


Be aware

Sometimes it’s right in front of you



Shifting our Focus

 How can we look outside our traditional borders to find  
innovation?

 How can we foster an organizational culture that moves 
ideas to execution quickly and learns from mistakes?

 What four key questions can be put to the entire 
organization to continually renew our approach to 
market?

 How do I allocate the appropriate time to participate on 
the Social Web?



Shifting our Focus

 Challenge your assumptions

http://blip.tv/file/2558626/�


Resources

 Google trends

 Starbucks.com

 http://mashable.com/2009/06/19/teaching-social-media/

 http://www.seomoz.org/article/bg2

 About.com

Q&A

http://mashable.com/2009/06/19/teaching-social-media/�
http://www.seomoz.org/article/bg2�
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